door specialist

OVERVIEW
Trade & Professional Buyers

A Warm
Welcome
to Foxstow
Foxstow started life as a general joinery workshop, producing a broad range

of joinery products. Our decision to specialise in door making was in part due

to the expertise and reputation that we had built in this area, and also to cater
for a growing demand for high quality timber doors at a competitive price.

Specialising in door making has made us very knowledgeable and efficient.
This gives us a clear advantage over other joinery-made doors, and also makes
us a viable alternative to ‘ready-made’ standard sized doors. As a result,
customers from all over the UK & Europe trust Foxstow to make their doors.
This small brochure is intended to provide an overview of what we can offer
you as a professional working in the construction industry. I hope it gives you the
inspiration and confidence needed to ask us for support on your next project.

Oliver Bryan
Joiner & MD
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Specialist
Door
Maker
For every requirement

Foxstow make doors in everything

from ‘one off’ bespoke designs to a

wide range of familiar styles in all the

standard sizes. Our expertise spans

across three distinct areas of door

making, where we design and build

virtually every type of external, internal
and cabinet (cupboard & wardrobe)

External Doors
A beautifully made external door makes a big
statement about the property it belongs to.
Our team know exactly what it takes to make
the perfect external door, be it a grand period
front door or an understated piece of minimalism.
We are very experienced with glazing and can
also offer bifold and pre-hung solutions.

Kitchen Cupboards

Bathroom Cabinets

Built to work with either ‘ready-made’ or ‘bespoke’
kitchen cupboards. Our cabinet doors can be
made as ‘in-frame’ units or for ‘full overlay’ use.
Virtually any style and specification can be created
in MRMDF or solid timber. Once made they can
be either primed, or fully finished in either an oil,
wax, lacquer or paint (hand or spray) finish.

Generic looking ‘off the shelf’ bathroom cabinets
and vanity units can devalue a bathroom. So to
make things special and make the best use of
the space, consider using our cabinet doors with
independent carpentry and our supporting joinery.
Using our cabinet doors guarantees a high quality
door, with virtually any design and finish possible.

door. While our wider joinery capability
allows us to offer our clients extended
support for their project.

Internal Doors
We are experts at making solid timber panelled
doors for internal use, and believe the quality
and craftsmanship of our doors speaks for itself.
As with all the doors we make, our internal doors
can be made in virtually any style using a wide
range of materials, glazing and finishing options.
If required, we can supply your door(s) pre-hung.
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Bedroom Wardrobes
Our cabinet doors for bedroom wardrobes offer
the same range of options and flexibility that you
get when used for kitchen cupboards. Just as
with kitchen use, you can also take advantage of
our wider joinery support for matching items like
draw fronts, scribe and end panels. We can also
help support all your ironmongery requirements.

For Every Project
Our expert team can make virtually any type
or style of door. So whatever door your project
demands, you can rest assured that Foxstow can
help you succeed. We are here to support you
at every stage: from CAD design and samples,
to building and finishing. We can also assist with
all supporting joinery and ironmongery.
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Handmade
From
Scratch
Infinite possibilities

Every door we make is made to order,
creating virtually limitless possibilities

for the design and specification. But this
does not mean we always create unusual
or non-standard sized doors. On the
contrary, we regularly make doors in
standard sizes and designs. However

unlike buying an ‘off the shelf’ door,

Any Specification

The Best Timber

Foxstow gives you complete control of your
specification, which makes virtually anything
possible. But that doesn’t mean we only make
completely unique looking doors. In fact most
clients use us to create a familiar design, but
as required we can modify the specification to
create exactly what is need.

To select the best timber for every door, takes
experience and insight. To help, we have built
close working relationships with a select group
of specialist merchants and mills. In turn they
provide us with a wide range of high quality
timbers, all of which are responsibly sourced,
sustainable and hand-graded for use.

Fittings & Accessories
We hold accounts with a range of ironmongery
manufactures and suppliers to give you the
option of ordering all the fittings & accessories
that you need. Where required, we can offer
advice and highlight suitable items that you may
like to consider. In working this way we can then
provide everything you need in your delivery.

with Foxstow you can attain the highest
level of quality and also fine-tune your
door to get exactly what you want.

Any Style & Design
As an experienced door maker, we are very likely
to have already made doors in the design and
style that you need. CAD drawings are created
to support every project, and we are also happy
to share ideas and inspiration. To help finalise
your design we can provide all the technical
information required, including items like glazing.
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A Perfect Finish
To support our clients installation requirements
we can supply completed doors finished, primed
or just sanded. Where finished, we use a range
of specialist products to accurately match paint
colours, or bring out the natural beauty of the
timber. Our use of Morrells professional paint
systems can achieve a flawless sprayed finish.

Priceless Expertise
At Foxstow every client is assigned their own
project manager. It is their job to give you all the
support and commitment needed to make your
project a success. This often means drawing
expertise from our joinery and production team,
whose knowledge, eye for detail and personal
pride make every door we make so special.
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In Specialising
We Can Offer
You More
In deciding to become a specialist door maker, we saw an opportunity

to outperform ‘general’ joiners and also compete with the market for

mass produced ‘off-the-shelf ’ doors. Focusing has made our business

more efficient, and as a direct result has allowed us to offer our clients
more value and increased performance.

Cost Advantage
Specialising has not only had a very positive
effect on our costs, but also enhanced further
the quality of our doors. By focusing our workshop
we have achieved greater productivity and also
benefited from economies of scale. As a result
we can pass on these savings to our clients by
reflecting them in our competitive pricing.

Broad Support
As craftsmen, our joiners enjoy the challenge that
comes with variety. So even after we made
the decision to become a door specialist, we still
retained part of the workshop for more general
joinery work. This commitment to our team has
also helped expand our service, by offering clients
supplementary joinery for their door projects.
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Speed & Efficiency
Making everything to order removes the
costs of holding stock, but in doing so increases
lead-times. The challenge is to keep the cost
saving but to improve the responsiveness of the
lead-time. In specialising we have achieved just
that, offering some of the lowest lead times in
the market by being more focused and efficient.

Full UK Coverage
Receiving referrals for our work has created the
opportunity to make doors for clients all over the
UK and also parts of Europe. To provide the best
possible coverage we use a combination of our
own delivery drivers and experienced couriers.
In certain circumstances we can also offer onsite
support for meetings, surveys and installations.
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Here to Help

We are passionate and knowledgeable about door making, and also well

positioned to help our professional clients, as many of our team also come
from backgrounds (office & site) in the wider construction industry.

Call 01865 922 944 to speak to our trade team.

Project Management
Every Foxstow client is assigned with their own
Project Manager. By working closely with you, they
hope to better understand your needs and in turn
offer a better service. Their primary focus is to
ensure that every aspect of your project is delivered
smoothly, and that as a client you remain fully
informed throughout the process.

Say Hello
As a client you are very important to us, so we
are always keen to invest the time necessary to
better understand your needs. To help achieve
this, we welcome visits to our workshop and are
also happy to travel to meet you. Our goal is to
become your long-term partner and we value
every opportunity we get to achieve this.

01865 922 944
trade@foxstow.co.uk
foxstow.co.uk
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www.foxstow.co.uk

01865 922 944

